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Transloading is the process of transferring a shipment from one mode of transportation to another. It
is most commonly employed when one mode cannot be used for the entire trip, as for instance
when goods must be shipped internationally from one inland point to another. Such a trip might
require transport by truck to an airport then by airplane overseas, and thence to another truck at its
destination; or it might involve bulk material (such as coal) loaded to rail at the mine, and then
transferred to ship at a port. Transloading is also required at railroad break of gauge points since the
equipment between lines is not compatible.

MITCO, the name for integrated logistic services is the best example for Transloading as well as
Distribution of Services. A purchase order (PO) is a commercial document issued by a buyer to a
seller, indicating types, quantities, and agreed prices for products or services the seller will provide
to the buyer. Sending a purchase order to a supplier constitutes a legal offer to buy products or
services. MITCO, proficient at purchase tracking, Creates supplier purchase order based on
inventory levels and/or adds new products manually to purchase order.

MITCO located at Seattle, Seattle Transloading, Seattle Fulfillment services, Seattle Distribution
company, Seattle 3PL, Seattle Logistics Company, Seattle Transport Services and Seattle
warehousing are some of the main features. All our transportation and distribution solutions are
formulated by a team of logistics specialists who take into account the nature of your business
enterprise, level of competition, business goals and other important factors which are crucial for
ensuring a successful business in Seattle.

Our distribution services are totally result oriented. We completely understand that as your business
grows, you need more space or better handling systems that are why we offer strategic solutions to
meet your warehousing requirements. Our team can easily handle seasonal and volume
fluctuations. Over-the-Road Transportation, Direct Contract Truck Services, Truck Brokerage, Local
Drayage, Intermodal Transportation, Direct Contract, Railroad Supplied Intermodal Equipment,
Third Party Supplied Intermodal Equipment, Ocean Container Domestic, LTL Transportation,
Interstate, Regional, Domestic Air Brokerage and Expedited Services are some of the major
transport service features of MITCO.

Western US Fulfillment Services, Western US Distribution Company, Western US Transloading,
Western US 3PL, Western US Logistics Company, Western US Transport Services are some of the
major features of MITCO for the people in Tacoma. Higher Level of Data Integrity, Greater Risk
Management throughout the Supply Chain, Proactive visibility of delays and service interruptions,
Automated alerts based on tailored event metrics, True integration of transportation process are the
daily activities of MITCO. Mitco's investments in the latest technology and Innovation of proven
supply chain principles are the keys to creating this visibility.

Utilization, Transit Times, OnTimeDelivery, EventUpdating, Internet Fulfillment, Small Package
Services, Shipment Tracking, Same Day Order Processing, Inventory Control, Customized Web
Reporting and Returns processing are the key responsibilities of MITCO. Feel free to view our
website for better clarification of the facilities provided by MITCO.
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Jhonnyalex - About Author:
Mitco Limited is a supply chain management company providing integrated transportation, a seattle
transport services, logistics, a Seattle warehousing, and data management solutions on a global
basis. For details please visit our website.
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